
Western Heritage in a Global Context Spring 2003 Section Day Feb. 21st  

 

Remember that there will be one more section day in the What is Power? Section on February 28th which will also include 

discussion of Night. 

 

Some standard "comparison" questions from faculty study guide:  

1. According to Machiavelli, how would Macbeth and Okonkwo rate as possible princes?  

2. Who has the most desirable Machiavellian traits in Macbeth?  

3. What characteristics do you think Shakespeare would consider desirable in a prince?  

4. Comment on how The Prince appears to be written from the perspective of the while Things Fall Apart is written from the 

perspective of the ruled.  

5. Compare and Contrast the loyalty to family vs. society in Macbeth and Things Fall Apart. .  

6. Comment on the role of the supernatural in Macbeth and Things Fall Apart.  

7. How do you feel about following long held traditions in your country when you may disagree with them?  

Also in the faculty study guide is a chapter on Power and Political Behavior (right after Machiavelli" submitted by Tony 

Brunello) which categorizes different types of power: (reward, coercive, legitimate, referent, expert).  

Other ideas for discussion:  

The works for this section are inherently negative, why? Does a discourse on power need to be negative? Where is the trust in 

humanity, where is the hope?  

One can equate knowledge with power in Machiavelli, Shakespeare, and Achebe. Give examples of this and explain its uses.  

Reflect on diversity in culture and individuals. Can differences be celebrated without an inherent hierarchy being developed?  

The end of the innocence: Last semester Odysseus and Moses were "heroes" involved in an odyssey. Macbeth and Okonkwo 

also have their own journeys this semester, but both lead to a logical outcome. What happened to the myths and miracles of 

last semester?  

Where is the line in human ethics? Was there one in Macbeth, Things Fall Apart; The Prince?   

All three works have interesting Comments on stewardship. Explain.  

 


